Dear student

welcome to our survey. We want to find out something about your person, your motivation and expectations in this module. This survey is anonymous. It is not possible at any time to draw conclusions on your person.

Thank you for your support.

The program team of Kassel
A: Demographic questions

1.) I am...
   - male
   - female

2.) which nationality do you have?
   Pull-down menu

3.) I am between ... and ... years old.
   - 18-24
   - 25-34
   - 35-44
   - 45-54
   - 55 and older

4.) I am a student in the following module:
   - Module Linear Computational Structural Mechanics of Wind Energy Systems
   - Module Planning and Construction of Wind Farms

5.) Which degrees do you have? In which subject:
   - Diploma (University)
   - Diploma (University of applied sciences and arts)
   - Magister Artium (MA)
   - MBA
   - State examination/civil service examination
   - Bachelor
   - Master
   - Dr./PhD
   - Other, namely: ...

8.) My current professional position:
   - freelancer
   - salaried
   - In apprenticeship
9.) If you are in a professional position, how much is your current scope of working hours?

- ...less than 19 hours per week.
- ...less than 35 hours per week.
- ...more than 35 hours per week.

10.) If yes, are you supported by your employer?

- yes
- no

10a.) If yes, what kind of support do you get?

- I can learn during working hours for distance education
- I can use the work hours and the tools for my distance learning outside of my regular work
- I am on a sabbatical leave for this further education
- I get a financial support with ... percent of the expected total costs

- 10
- 25
- 50
- 75
- 100

B: Questions to the technical infrastructure/framework

11.) What technique do you use to participate in the module?

- An internet access via my laptop/computer/netbook
- An internet access via my smartphone
- An internet access via Tablet-PC (z. B. iPad)
- headphones
- headset

11.) Which internet connection do you use?

- Modem
- ISDN
C: Questions to the motivation

12.) The study program is...

| I totally agree | | | I absolutely not agree |
|-----------------|-------------|------------------------|
| ... for me of great personal interest. | • | • | • | • | • |
| ... important for my future career. | • | • | • | • | • |

13.) What is your motivation to participate in this study program?

Please fill in your motivation aspects.

14.) What expectations do you have for this study program?

Please fill in your expectation aspects.

Thank you for your participation!